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Previous page: the Hozomon Gate of the
Sensō-ji buddhist temple in Asakusa,Tokyo
(in the rain).

The most striking & characteristic
feature of traditional Japanese public
architecture is a large, gently sloping,

tiled roof. Japanese temples inherited this
style, along with buddhism, from China-via-
Korea after the 6th century. Shinto shrines
employ similar architecture but also inherit
influences from traditional thatched-roof
styles of Japanese farm buildings (minka).
The general plan of both shrines and temples
comprises a platform — once rammed earth,
now usually stone — on which a series of
columns and lintels encloses a large, possibly
subdivided, room (moya) whose interior and
exterior walls are thin screens.
The entire platform is covered by a roof that
overhangs the walls creating a veranda or
enclosed gallery (hisashi) around the room,
shading the interior.
The inclined planes of old-sytle gabled or
hipped rooves need a tall, braced structure to
cover the wide area of the base. But later roofs
(previous page) use overlapping layers of
timbers that do not require bracing to define
the curve and use curved beams that allow for
a much flatter pitch with more complex planes.
Roofs in public buildings and houses other
than cottages and temples are tiled with
concave/convex ceramics or lead (originally,
and still the same shape as, split bamboo) tied
into the frame or with wood shingles that were
often held down with rocks.
This page: the grounds of the Sensō-ji .



Tori (gate) of the Meĳi Shrine, Tokyo







Offerings of Sake in rice-
paper-wrapped barrels at
the entrance to the Shrine



A parade-float makes a
practice-run in a back-
street of Kyoto.
Several massive
wooden-wheeled
“boats” carrying
passengers on
platform with hinged
window shades
overhung by a gabled
roof, are drawn around
town by teams of men
in white ‘judoji’ suits
and rope sandals.
There’s a lot of beer.



Both buddhist temples and shinto shrines employ elaborate decorations as finials of
the roof beams: often, as above, nigarwara (deamons). The swastika — a sanskrit
word meaning ‘well-being’ — is a common buddhist symbol.

Next page: A new shrine/temple, housing mortuary records, has been built in the
shape of a temple lantern adjacent to the Okunoin cemetary on Mt Koya. It
demonstrates the rafter-layering techniques and curved beams (karahafu stle) used
in sophisticated roof construction. The hishasi here is an open veranda. Okunoin
is the site of the mausoleum of Kobo Daishi, an eighth cenutry monk who founded
Shingon Buddhism in Japan.





Columns with elaborate capitals support the layered rafters of the roof. They are linked by
hand-planed and carved cedar beams carefully fitted without nails using mortice + tenon joints,

Next page: The slope of the roofs of monsatery buildings of the Nanzen-ji (Zen buddhist)
temple near Kyoto are echoed by carefully placed rocks and trained red pine trees that integrate
the buildings into the landscape.





The interior of a traditional building is subdivided into rooms whose size is
regulated by the area of a tatami mat. Here, the tatami in the interior rooms of
themoya are bordered in silk, indicating a higher quality. This is a restored
house and garden in Kanazawa that belonged to a family of the samurai class.



Buildings in the Emperor
Hirohito’s former summer-
house near Kyoto have the same
layout ofmoya and hisashi, with
tatami-mat floors. Here,
however, clerestory windows
top the external glass screens to
allow more light into the inner
rooms. A drain for roof run-off
surrounds the pebble platform.



This and following pages: The 16th century Kongobugji temple on Mount Koya is the
head temple of Shingon buddhism: one of two main sects in Japan. The main pavilion
inside the gate has a tall gabled and hipped roof covered with many layers of cedar bark
shingles (hiwadabuki). The front gable, based on a curved bargeboard (karahafu
style) requires all rafters to be similarly-shaped.When hand-made, it demands high-
order carpentry skills available only to the wealthiest nobles and monasteries. On the
roof ridge, rain barrels hold water to dampen the shingles in case of fire in the
surrounding woods. To the right of this hall is the main entrance to the temple
(Daigenkan, next page) guarded by a propitious 3-clawed (Japanese) dragon.









Details on a gate to the street: Mount Koya
Next page: the Kinkaju-ji (Temple of the Golden Pavilion) near Kyoto is the twice-reconstructed 14th

century villa of a warrior aristocract. Each level is in a different architectural style, topped by a cedar
shingle roof and bronze phoenix (hoo). The rich sheen of gold-leaf seems garish at first, but the roof’s
echo of the shape of the hills & the forest behind somehowmanages to adapt it to its surroundings.





T he finest castle remaining in Japan from the last feudal
age — the shogunate of the Tokugawa clan — is the
castle at Himeji. On top of a hill standing out from the

plain, its whitewashed walls and its pyramid of overlapping
roofs seem to lift up into the sky, justifying its popular name:
Hakuro-jō, that is “white Herron” castle.
The present structurre was built by Ikeda Terumasa, a
Tokugawa ally, in 1600-1609. The castle occupied a
strategic position in the roads leading fromWest to East
across the island. After the lords of theWest lost the battle of
Sekigahara (1600) to his Eastern alliance, shogun Tokugawa
Iesu ensured their loyalty by taking them and their families
hostage.
Tokugawa required the vassal lords (daimyo) to reside in his
capital, Edo (now Tokyo). When he permitted them
periodically to return to their homes — leaving family hostage
in Edo —Himeji castle, a symbol of Tokugawa power,
watched over their journey to theWest.

Himeji castle gate
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The roofs of the tower
diminish in size but grow
more elaborate with

height:
•A base of simple roof eaves
•A karahafu bargeboard
edges a huge gabled roof

•A hipped and dual-gabled
roof rising out of the roof
below

•A floating hipped roof with a
single “plover-winged” gable
(chidori hafu)

•A tall hipped and gabled roof
with a narrow karahafu
bargeboard at its eaves.

All the roof ridges are
decorated with sachihoko: a
chimera with the head of a
dragon and the body of a carp,
believed to bring rain. This
image of the castle from the
bridge across the moat suggests
it may be working.









Pagodas and stupas were once built to house
the remains of the Buddha. Now their only
function is to draw attention to the

location of temples and shrines.
Japanese pagodas inherit the Chinese tradtion
of using tiered roofs: typically, as here on
Miyajima Island near Hiroshima, five roofs for
the five elements of earth, water, fire, wind and
sky.
In Japan they are constructed only from wood
and tile using techniques designed to resist
earthquakes. The five hipped roofs top five
stacked, square chambers each smaller than the
one below. Twelve pillars in each chamber sit on
a platform that is overhung by the roof above. At
the top, a spire (sorin) transfers its weight to the
lintels and columns of the highest chamber.
The roof and supporting platform at each level
of the pagoda hangs from a central pillar
comprising tree trunks morticed to stand one on
top of another, topped in turn by the spire. In an
earthquake, as the central column sways, the
suspended platforms move independently, their
inertia offsetting the sheer forces.

Next page: Japanese buddhist memorials — here
in Okunoin cemetary on Mt Koya — often have
the same fivc element form as a pagoda.





Even simple memorials, here
one of many dedicated to dead
children, found beside a river
in Niko, are constructed with

the same five-fold pagoda
shape



The cedar-bark shingled roof of the ancient Itsukushima shrine — which
stands in the sea just off the island of Miyajima — and Pagoda.

Next page: Maize-straw thatching on farm houses and barns in the village
of Shirawaka-go inWestern Japan.





Many of the traditional farm-houses (minka) in thisWestern village
retain the tall, steeply pitched thatch roofs of the gassho-zukuri
“praying hands” style with a door or window in the gable ends for access
to storage above the rafters. The steep roofs, that sometimes reach all
the way to the ground, are designed to deal with the heavy rain and
snow-falls in the region.







Japan also hosts the world’s most
eloquent absence of a roof...
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